Flexible SIS/HKUST-1 Mixed Matrix Composites as Protective Barriers against Chemical Warfare Agent Simulants.
We fabricated and demonstrated, for the first time, metal-organic framework (MOF), polymer mixed-matrix composites (MMCs) as effective, low burden barriers against chemical warfare agent (CWA) simulants. We incorporated the MOF HKUST-1 into elastomeric triblock copolymers of polystyrene- block-polyisoprene- block-polystyrene (SIS) for use as semipermeable barrier against the CWA simulant 2-chloroethyl ethyl sulfide (CEES). MMCs containing up to 50 wt % HKUST-1 were cast and evaluated for CEES permeation, moisture vapor transport rate (MVTR), and mechanical properties, such as elastic modulus and percent elongation. Increasing the MOF content resulted in longer protection against CEES with breakthrough times ranging from immediate breakthrough for the baseline SIS to over 4000 min for the best-performing MMC. MVTRs of high-MOF-content MMCs were approximately 5-10 times higher than either SIS or typical laboratory gloves made from nitrile and latex. The elastic moduli increased with increased MOF content corresponding to a reduction in percent elongation. The triblock copolymer also was found to protect the MOF crystal structure after exposure to CEES and liquid water, which may lead to longer usage time and shelf life. The ability to resist degradation due to moisture shows the potential utility of these composites when exposed to rain, sweat, or other moisture-rich environments. Finally, the MOF-containing composites functioned as robust colorimetric indicators of CEES exposure. Thus, these MMC materials present a potential route toward next-generation personal protective equipment with a combination of detoxification, sensing, environmental stability, and thermal/user-comfort properties not present in current materials solutions.